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ASP.NET Core Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2017

	Quickly find solutions to common web development problems. Content is presented in the popular problem-solution format. Look up the problem that you want to solve. Read the solution. Apply the solution directly in your own code. Problem solved!





	ASP.NET Core Recipes is a practical guide for developers creating modern...
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Microsoft ASP.NET Programming with Microsoft Visual C# .NET Version 2003 Step By StepMicrosoft Press, 2003
Teach yourself how to write high-performance Web applications with ASP.NET  and Visual C# .NET 2003—one step at a time. This practical, hands-on tutorial  expertly guides you through the fundamental tools and technologies, including  the common language runtime, Web Forms, XML Web services, and the Microsoft .NET  Framework...
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Modern X86 Assembly Language Programming: 32-bit, 64-bit, SSE, and AVXApress, 2014

	Modern X86 Assembly Language Programming shows the fundamentals of x86 assembly language programming. It focuses on the aspects of the x86 instruction set that are most relevant to application software development. The book's structure and sample code are designed to help the reader quickly understand x86...
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Dreamweaver 4 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
If Dreamweaver 4 can do it, you can do it too...
   You're holding in your hands the definitive guide to Dreamweaver — the only book you need to master today's leading Web development tool. Author Joseph Lowery has worked with the Dreamweaver team at Macromedia since the program's first release, and he is intimately...
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Peer-to-Peer Computing for Mobile Networks: Information Discovery and DisseminationSpringer, 2008
Wireless devices are becoming smaller, more user-friendly and more pervasive. Peer-to-Peer Computing for Mobile Networks: Information Discovery and Dissemination discusses research results on data dissemination in mobile networks and peer-to-peer systems for mobile devices.
An important research challenge within this book is to...
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Microsoft PerformancePoint 2007 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Microsoft PerformancePoint provides you with an integrated performance management application that enables you to better plan, analyze and monitor how your business is doing. It gives decision-makers in your company more control. Microsoft PerformancePoint 2007 For Dummies® shows you how to utilize this powerful tool so you can gain...
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Corporate Ethics: How to Update or Develop Your Ethics Code so That it is in Compliance With the New Laws of Corporate ResponsibilityAspatore Books, 2003
Never has ethical business conduct received as much attention and focus as it does at present, in the wake of the far-reaching financial and societal effects of the dramatic collapses that have thundered through Corporate America. Whether your company is private, publicly-held, works with the government – either contractually or through...
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Hardware Acceleration of EDA Algorithms: Custom ICs, FPGAs and GPUsSpringer, 2010

	This book deals with the acceleration of EDA algorithms using hardware platforms such as FPGAs and GPUs. Widely applied CAD algorithms are evaluated and compared for potential acceleration on FPGAs and GPUs. Coverage includes discussion of conditions under which it is preferable to use one platform over another, e.g., when an EDA problem has...
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ASP.NET MVC 4 Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (The Expert's Voice in .Net)Apress, 2013

	ASP.NET MVC 4 Recipes is a practical guide for developers creating modern web applications, cutting through the complexities of ASP.NET, jQuery, Knockout.js and HTML 5 to provide straightforward solutions to common web development problems using proven methods based on best practices. The problem-solution approach gets you in,...
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Java EE 8 Development with Eclipse: Develop, test, and troubleshoot Java Enterprise applications rapidly with Eclipse, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Develop and deploy fully functional applications and microservices utilising Tomcat, Glassfish servers, Cloud and docker in Java EE 8

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore the complete workflow of developing enterprise Java applications
	
			Develop microservices with Docker Container and...
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IBM Rational(R) ClearCase(R), Ant, and CruiseControl: The Java(TM) Developer's Guide to Accelerating and Automating the Build ProcessIBM Press, 2006
Optimize your entire Java build and release process with ClearCase®, Ant, and CruiseControl

Better builds mean better software. Effective, regular build processes accelerate development and improve quality, helping you identify small...
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Learning IPython for Interactive Computing and Data VisualizationPackt Publishing, 2013

	IPython provides a rich architecture for interactive computing, and as a Python developer you can take advantage of this practical hands-on guide to make yourself an expert. Covers numerical computing, data analysis, and more.


	Overview

	
		A practical step-by-step tutorial which will help you to replace the...
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